
CR-20 - Ender 3 Glass Bed Adhesion

Potential Problems 

Ultimaker)

Before we dive into our troubleshooting tips and tricks, let’s consider the three fundamental factors 
of Ender 3 (Pro) build plate adhesion.

Surface Area

When a thermoplastic material is being printed, it’s melted, pushed through a nozzle, and then out 
onto the build plate. In liquid form, the plastic should ideally stick to the build platform. But the 
greater the surface area between the molten plastic and the build plate, the greater the adhesion 
between them. In theory, at least.

Many build surfaces, such as the one that comes with the Ender 3 (Pro), have a rough texture that’s 
supposed to better “grab” the plastic being printed. Taking the opposite approach, glass build plates 
are flat, smooth, and very rigid. The idea, here, is that even and consistent first layers will optimize 
their contact with the build surface. By properly adjusting the nozzle height in relation to your glass 
build plate, you can also improve the plastic’s ability to stick.

https://ultimaker.com/en/resources/19991-firmware-and-bed-leveling
https://all3dp.com/2/ender-3-pro-z-offset/


Temperature Change

UsernameUSay1 via Reddit)

The Ender 3 series of printers come with heated beds that are lifesavers in the context of bed 
adhesion issues. Without a heated bed, printed layers may cool down too quickly, detach from the 
build surface, and curl, causing ugly warps in a finished and likely failed print 

Of course, layers must be cool enough to allow for the subsequent layers to adhere smoothly. In 
other words, properly heating your Ender’s bed is key to excellent bed adhesion.

Bed Leveling

Setting the correct Z offset for your Ender (the distance between the nozzle and the bed) is critical 
to successful build plate adhesion. However, it’s essentially useless if any part of the build plate is a 
different distance from the nozzle. That’s why bed leveling is so important.

One of the first things you may have noticed about your Ender 3 is the over-sized bed leveling 
knobs. These make adjusting the height of the corners of the bed a breeze, however, they do have a 
tendency to not stay in their adjusted position. A single lead screw can affect the Ender 3’s bed 
leveling, so remember to handle leveling with the knobs.

That’s it for basic considerations. Let’s now dive into our 10 tips and tricks for Ender 3 (Pro) glass 
bed adhesion.

https://all3dp.com/2/3d-printer-bed-leveling-step-by-step-tutorial/
https://all3dp.com/2/epic-3d-printing-fails-and-why-they-failed/
https://all3dp.com/2/3d-print-warping-what-it-is-how-to-fix-it/
https://all3dp.com/2/ender-3d-printer-which-models-exist-right-now/
https://www.reddit.com/r/3Dprinting/comments/94huab/ender_3_glass_bed_at_65c_pla_still_warps/


The Nitty 

The following are some straightforward tips to improve glass build plate adhesion.

1. Check Glass Flatness

This may sound obvious, but a good build plate must be perfectly and completely flat. Make sure 
your sheet of glass isn’t warped. A straight ruler can help you determine the flatness of your glass. If
your build surface is uneven, regions of your print’s first layer won’t stick, likely causing a failed 
print.

If you discover that your glass plate needs to be replaced, be sure to check out our article on what to
consider and which glass bed to buy for your Ender 3.

2. Level the Bed

We’ve gone over this earlier, but leveling your Ender’s bed is critical. It doesn’t matter if one side 
of your part is layering perfectly; if the other side is too far or too close to the build plate, it’ll cause 
print damage or failure. By adjusting the knobs beneath the build platform, you can make sure that 
every point on your build plate is the same distance from the nozzle.

3. Clean the Bed

“Cleanliness is next to godliness” is a maxim to follow at the very least for successful 3D printing. 
Dust, dirt, and oil seem to be attracted to any place they shouldn’t be, including your Ender 3 
(Pro)’s build plate. A pro tip for good glass bed adhesion is to regularly clean your glass print bed. If
you have a clean rag and some isopropyl alcohol, you’re good to go.

https://all3dp.com/2/ender-3-bed-leveling-all-you-need-to-know/
https://all3dp.com/2/ender-3-glass-bed-what-to-consider-which-to-buy/
https://all3dp.com/2/ender-3-glass-bed-what-to-consider-which-to-buy/


4. Adjust the Z Offset

Z offset has already come up in our general considerations for bed adhesion, but there’s more to be 
said on the matter.

Obviously, establishing a proper distance between the bed and the nozzle is critical for both 
adhesion and overall success of your print. If the nozzle is too far away from the bed, the extruded 
plastic will not be able to stick. If the nozzle is too close to the bed, you may damage your bed or 
your nozzle as well as ruin your first layer, as the plastic may not have room to flow.

A good rule of thumb is that your nozzle should ever-so-slightly squish the extruded plastic onto the
platform without inhibiting flow. Z offset can be adjusted either manually or via slicer or firmware 
settings.

Of course, it’s generally impossible to get a perfect first layer all of the time, but to lessen the 
effects of bed leveling and Z offset error, consider printing with a slightly higher layer height than 
the rest of the model. For example, a 0.3-mm layer height is a good starting place for a printer with 
a 0.4-mm nozzle.

5. Add an Adhesive

MatterHackers)

Some are team glue stick, and others, team hairspray. Magigoo or similar 3D printing bed adhesives
also have their enthusiasts.

We’d say that most of them are better than nothing. A heated glass platform tends to do a fair job of 
gripping extruding filament, but sharp corners and small features are always prone to warp to pop 
off completely. Simply apply a light, even layer of your choice adhesive, and prepare to notice a 
drastic improvement.

6. Adjust Bed Temperature

If the first layer cools too quickly while it’s being printed, it can contract and not stick to the glass 
build plate. Lucky for you, your Ender 3 or Ender 3 Pro has a wonderful heated bed.

https://www.matterhackers.com/news/choosing-the-right-3d-print-bed-surface
https://all3dp.com/2/3d-printer-layer-height-how-much-does-it-matter/
https://all3dp.com/2/3d-printing-first-layer-problems-how-to-make-it-perfect/


If you’re experiencing some pesky bed adhesion issues, try increasing the bed temperature in 5-
degree increments. Increased bed temperature should also help you avoid parts popping off the 
build plate mid-print. Keep in mind, however, that for PLA, we wouldn’t advise running your bed 
above 65 °C because this can cause called elephant’s foot, a bulging first layer.

Need some help dialing in your printer’s bed temperature? Check out our articles on how to do so 
for PLA, PETG, and even ABS.

7. Use Printed Bed Adhesion

As you play with your Ender 3’s slicer settings, you may notice a number of settings under “Build 
Plate Adhesion” or a similar name. This should be where you’ll be able to add brims and rafts, 
which create a larger surface area of contact between your print and the build plate. These will 
naturally increase print time, but they can be very useful, especially when that one pesky model 
with sharp chamfers just won’t stick.

8. Turn Off the Fan

Another pro tip to improve build plate adhesion is to turn off your print fan during the first layer. 
This will make sure that your first layer doesn’t cool too quickly and warp. This can be easily done 
in the advanced settings of your slicer. After the first layer is printed, the successive layers will print
best with the fan on again.

https://all3dp.com/2/3d-printing-raft-when-should-you-use-it/
https://all3dp.com/2/3d-printing-brim-when-should-you-use-it/
https://all3dp.com/2/abs-print-bed-temperature-all-you-need-to-know/
https://all3dp.com/2/petg-print-bed-temperature-all-you-need-to-know/
https://all3dp.com/2/the-best-pla-print-temperature-how-to-achieve-it/
https://all3dp.com/2/elephant-s-foot-3d-printing-problem-easy-fixes/
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